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Bible Story: God sends plagues on Egypt. (Exodus 7:14–12:32)

Key Verse: “ Even when I walk through the darkest valley, I will not be afraid, for

you are close beside me.” (Psalm 23:4)

Consider This… 
•  God’s displays of power—plagues and

miraculous signs—didn’t just make
life miserable for the Egyptians. These
demonstrations also countered symbols of
power in Egyptian culture. Some scholars
suggest that God targeted things such as
frogs, cows, and the sun to display God’s
power over Egyptian gods that often had
similar physical manifestations.

•  Scripture is unclear whether the Israelites
suffered the plagues along with the
Egyptians. Exodus specifically states that
God spared his people from the plagues of
livestock, hail, and darkness, and he gave
the Israelites instructions for how to prepare
themselves and their homes for Passover. It is evident that the Israelites saw firsthand the
frightening and awesome power of God’s signs against Egypt.

•  A plague of locusts would devastate an agricultural community, when you consider that a
locust can eat its weight each day! Locust swarms are formidable, and even one square mile
of a swarm can contain more than 100 million hungry insects!

•  In a bit of prophetic foreshadowing, the spotless lamb (or kid) took the place of the firstborn
son, protecting him from the plague of death. Similarly, Jesus became our spotless lamb,
sacrificing his life and allowing his blood to be shed for our protection and life.

Why It Matters…
The children at your VBS may not face plagues of hail, darkness, or frogs, but they do live in 
a world of scary news headlines, hopeless environmental predictions, and even frightening 
nightmares. These fears can seem like plagues that overwhelm kids, blocking out the truth 
that God is still good. Some kids may wonder if God is even present when life gets scary. 
Today you’ll explore what kids are really afraid of and have the opportunity to reassure 
them that when we’re plagued by fear, our good God is still present and in control.

When life is scary…God is good!

Day 2

Bible Point:
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OPTION 1: Cheetah, Hippo, Tree
Set out ropes or masking tape for a start and finish line about 30 

feet apart. Say: In our Bible story today, God used his friend 
Moses to help rescue the Israelites. Moses was scared to go back to 
Egypt and talk with the mean king, but Moses still listened to God 
and followed his directions even when things were scary. Let’s play a 
game where we’ll listen and follow directions, too! 

1. Have preschoolers stand along the start line while you stand
on the finish line.

2. Explain that when you say “cheetah,” kids will quickly move
forward. When you say “hippo,” they should waddle slowly like
a hippo. When you say “tree,” they should stop and freeze in
place like a tree.

3. Begin calling out directions, and continue playing until all the
preschoolers have crossed the finish line.

4. Play several rounds. Choose a different child to be the leader
each round and call out “cheetah,” “hippo,” or “tree.”

Say: Good job following directions, friends! Even though life was 
scary, Moses trusted God and followed his directions. And 
because of God’s power, all the Israelites were freed! When 
life is scary…God is good! 

Supplies 
• jump-ropes or masking tape

for start and finish lines

One of our preschoolers 
at field test was a sweet 
little girl named Chloe. 
Chloe is nonverbal, but she 
really wanted to be the 
leader during this game! 
So instead of calling out 
words for directions, Chloe 
ran in place for “cheetah,” 
waddled with her arms out 
to the sides for “hippo,” and 
posed with her arms up for 

“tree.” Chloe loved leading, 
and the rest of the kids 
easily followed and had a 
great time. It was amazing! 
And a wonderful reminder 
that every child can shine 
at VBS! 

FIELD TEST FINDING FIELD TEST FINDING 

Day 2Day 2
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OPTION 2: Swat the Flies!   
Say: In our Bible story, God sent a whole bunch of flies to the land of 

Egypt. Can you imagine what it was like to have flies buzzing 
everywhere? Yuck! Let’s play a game with bubbles, and we’ll 
pretend the bubbles are icky flies we have to swat! 

1. Give each Crew Leader a container of bubble solution and
a wand.

2. Have Crew Leaders begin to blow bubbles.

3. Tell preschoolers to each swat three “flies” by chasing after 
and popping three bubbles.

4. Continue calling out different numbers of bubbles for 
preschoolers to chase and pop.

5. The faster you call out the numbers, the more fun and 
energetic the game will be!

Say: We had fun chasing and swatting the flies in our game. But the 
people in Egypt probably didn’t like all the real flies buzzing 
around them. It would be scary to be surrounded by that 
many real bugs! But when life is scary…God is good! God
protected his friends, the Israelites, from the flies—there 
weren’t any flies where the Israelites lived in Egypt. God 
protected the Israelites, and God protects you, too. 

Supplies 
• bubble solution
• giant bubble wands (1 per 

Crew Leader per rotation)

The large bubbles from the 
giant bubble wands were 
easier for preschoolers to 
pop and more exciting 
than the small bubble 
containers preschoolers are 
more used to. 

PAWS HERE!
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OPTION 3: Through the Valley 
1. Have preschoolers and Crew Leaders sit around the edge of 

the parachute.

2. Say: Our Bible verse today says, “Even when I walk through 
the darkest valley, I will not be afraid, for you are close 
beside me.” That means even when we’re scared, God is 
with us! He never leaves us to face scary things on our own. 
When life is scary…God is good! 

3. Say: Let’s pretend to go through a dark valley with a friend 
by our side!

4. Have preschoolers and Crew Leaders stand up and hold on 
to the parachute.

5. Lead everyone in waving the parachute in the air, and then 
call out the names of two preschoolers who can crawl under 
the parachute to the other side. Once preschoolers make
it under the parachute and have found a new spot, lead 
everyone in shouting, “God is good!”

6. Continue calling out children’s names until everyone has had 
at least one turn. You can have Crew Leaders help call out 
their Crew members’ names to make sure everyone gets a 
turn.

Say: It was fun having a friend to crawl under the parachute with! 
When you feel scared, you can remember that you always 
have a friend by your side—God! When life is scary…
God is good! 

Supplies 
• parachute*
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Bible Story: The Israelites enter the wilderness. (Exodus 14–17)

Key Verse: “ Give thanks to the Lord, for he is good! His faithful love
endures forever.” (Psalm 106:1)

Consider This… 
•  The Israelites had barely stepped one toe

out of Egypt before they began worrying
and wishing to return to the way things
were…even when those ways included brutal
slavery. In Exodus 14:11-12, God’s people
make it sound as if Moses forced them out
of Egypt: “What have you done to us? Why
did you make us leave Egypt?”

•  Prior to leaving Egypt, the Israelites would
likely have not “seen” God’s presence. Once
they began their exodus, God appeared as a
visible pillar of cloud. The Israelites saw this
as a pillar of light, and the Egyptians saw it
as a pillar of darkness.

•  Scientists estimate that a person can go
about a week without water, although that depends on the surrounding temperature
and the age and health of the person. The Israelites walked for three days without water, only
to arrive at an unusable water source.

•  Nothing on earth exactly replicates all the descriptions of manna. The Bible describes it as
“grain of heaven” or “corn of heaven,” and some scholars think it sounds similar to liquid found
on tamarisk trees or hammada plants. However, neither of these plants is available year-
round.

Why It Matters…
There’s no doubt about it—change is hard. When kids have to change schools, they likely 
long for the familiarity and routine of their old school. Sometimes friendships change and 
kids miss the easy laughter with a longtime buddy. And sometimes divorce causes home 
life to change, making kids wish they could return to life the way it was. How wonderful, 
then, that God’s Word is filled with promises and examples of God’s everlasting, enduring 
faithfulness. Today encourage kids that God’s goodness never changes! God is faithfully 
beside us, pouring out his love and strength every day.

When life changes…God is good!

Day 3

Bible Point:
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God is good!God is good!Day 3Day 3 When life changes…When life changes…

Hungry 
Herd 
Café
Animal 
Cracker
Dippers

KidVid™

Cinema
Roleen’s life is filled with
changes! Every week, she
leaves home and takes
a long boat ride to a
school where she stays.
Even though it’s hard to
be away from her family,
Roleen loves God and
celebrates his goodness.

Bible Adventures 
& Missions
After preschoolers talk about
Operation Kid-to-Kid, they’ll
escape Egypt like God’s friends
did! Then kids enjoy a tasty
snack of manna and quail as
they learn how God took care of
the Israelites.

Animal Musical HoopsHeavy LoadSavanna Obstacle Course
Games

Closing Circle
Review the day, receive a
Jambo sticker, and wrap up
with a prayer and music.

At Roar VBS, the daily Bible 
Point is carefully integrated into each station’s activities forunforgettable Bible learning.See how your station reinforces 

today’s Bible Point.

Exploration 
Stations
· Bible Activity Page
· Play Clay
· Camp Time!
· Animal Tracks

Craft & 
Play
· Buddy Game

Cards
· Binoculars
· Water Hole

Sing & Play Roar
· Learn the Day 3 Bible Point

and key verse, and meet Bible
Memory Buddy Marge.

· Sing Roar songs.
· Hear from Irving that they

have to pack up and leave…or
get trampled by rhinos!

Supplies 
• 5 hula hoops
• beanbags
• bucket
• play tunnel
• kids’ slide
• camping table or any kid-

sized table
• green crepe streamers
• tape
• jump-ropes or masking tape 

for start and finish lines

OPTION 1: Savanna Obstacle Course   
Before Crews arrive, create your obstacle course, leaving about 
5 to 10 feet in between each obstacle: Lay down a jump-rope or 
masking tape for a start line; set out five hula hoops in a row; 
place the beanbags in a pile that’s a few feet away from the 
bucket; set out the play tunnel followed by the slide; set up the  
table, and tape green streamers to the two sides preschoolers 
will be crawling through. Place a jump-rope or masking tape for 
the finish line a few feet away from the table. 

Say: When the Israelites left Egypt, they traveled through 
the wilderness. Let’s pretend we’re traveling through the 
wilderness in Africa to get to the water hole! 

Show preschoolers the obstacle course. 

Say: First you’ll have to get through quicksand by hopping onto 
each of these tree stumps. Demonstrate jumping from one 
hula hoop to the next. Then you’ll have to feed a hungry hippo. 
Demonstrate tossing a beanbag into the bucket. Next you’ll 
crawl through a hollow log. Show preschoolers the play tunnel. 
And then you’ll slide down a waterfall! Show preschoolers the 
slide. After the waterfall, you’ll crawl under these tangled 
jungle vines (show preschoolers the table with green streamers) 
to get to the water hole with your friends (point out the 
finish line). Feel free to be creative and 

add your own obstacles to 
the course! 

PAWS HERE!

Day 3Day 3
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1. Have Crews gather at the start line.

2. Let one child at a time begin to go through the obstacle 
course.

3. Crew Leaders can walk alongside their Crew members and 
help preschoolers remember what to do at each obstacle.

4. Encourage children to cheer for each other as they’re waiting 
their turn and once they’ve finished.

5. Once everyone has had a turn, let preschoolers go through 
the obstacle course again. This time, turn the slide the 
opposite direction and have preschoolers complete the course 
going the other way—starting with the jungle vines and 
ending with the quicksand.

Say: It was a big change when the Israelites had to leave their 
home in Egypt. Even though it was scary, God was with 
them and took good care of them. When life changes…
God is good! 

OPTION 2: Heavy Load
Before preschoolers arrive, set out a start and finish line for each 
Crew about 20 feet apart. Place each Crew’s 15 objects behind a 
finish line, and a basket and bucket at a start line. 

Say: When we need to carry things around with us, we might use a 
backpack, a purse, or a grocery bag. But some people in Africa 
carry what they need in baskets or containers on their heads. 
They’re so good at balancing things on their heads that they 
don’t always need to use their hands to keep what they’re 
carrying from falling! Let’s try carrying some things in a basket 
on our heads, too. 

1. Have each Crew form a line behind one of the start lines, and 
have Crew Leaders stand at the finish line for their Crews.

2.  Explain that preschoolers will take turns carrying their 
Crew’s basket to the finish line and placing three 
objects inside. Crew Leaders can help preschoolers 
place the baskets on their heads to carry the objects 
back to their Crews.

3.  When preschoolers reach their Crews again, they can 
place their objects in the buckets and then give the 
baskets to the next children in line for their turn to go.

4. Continue playing until each child has had a turn.

5.  After the first round, you can play again. This time, 
challenge preschoolers to place the baskets on their 
heads themselves without spilling the objects.

Supplies 
• toy food, beanbags, and 

foam balls (15 items per 
Crew per rotation)

• small baskets (1 per Crew 
per rotation)

• small buckets (1 per Crew 
per rotation)

• jump-ropes or masking tape 
for start and finish lines (2 
per Crew per rotation)
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Say: When God led the Israelites into the wilderness, they left 
behind their homes and had to carry everything they had with 
them. And they had only enough food to last them a little 
while. But when life changes…God is good! God took good
care of the Israelites and made sure they had yummy food to 
eat every day.

OPTION 3: Animal Musical Hoops
Slide the pictures of the animals into the sheet protectors. Lay 
the hula hoops in a large circle. Tape the pictures to the rims 
of the hula hoops where they’re closest to the center of the 
large circle.

Say: Let’s play a game pretending to be lots of different animals! 

1. Have preschoolers stand in a circle around the outside of the
hula hoops.

2. Explain that you’ll play music and preschoolers will walk in a
circle around the hula hoops.

3. When the music stops, each preschooler will hop into the hula
hoop closest to him or her and act like the animal pictured on
that hoop.

4. Demonstrate ideas of actions or sounds preschoolers can
make for each animal.

5. Then you’ll take away one hula hoop each round, so multiple
children will jump into the same hoop.

6. When preschoolers understand the game, begin playing.
Continue playing until not all the children can fit in the
remaining hoops.

Say: In our game, you pretended to change into lots of different 
animals. Change was fun! Life can be full of fun changes—like 
getting to stay up later before bedtime, learning to ride a bike, 
and going to school. When life changes…God is good!

Supplies 
• 8 hula hoops
• pictures of the following 

animals: lion, elephant, 
monkey, frog, bird, snake, 
crocodile, zebra

• 8 sheet protectors
• painter’s tape
• CD player or other way to play 

music
• upbeat worship music
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Bible Story: Jesus dies and comes back to life. (John 16–21)

Key Verse: “The Lord is close to the brokenhearted.” (Psalm 34:18)

Consider This… 
•  There’s interesting symbolism to Jesus carrying his own cross

outside the city. In Genesis 22, Isaac carried the wood that
Abraham would use to sacrifice Isaac…until God provided the ram
as a sacrifice. And Leviticus 16 commands the priests to take the
sin offering outside the camp or city. Jesus—the Lamb of God—
became our sin offering!

•  Roman soldiers usually crucified only non-citizens, lower-class
citizens, or those accused of high treason or desertion (in wartime).
The accused died a shameful, disgraceful, and agonizing death.

•  Continuing the shame and disgrace of crucifixion, soldiers usually
tossed the body of the crucified person into a pit. And Jesus, being
penniless, didn’t have the money to pay for a formal burial. Yet
Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus—both members of the
Sanhedrin—stepped in. They took Jesus’ body and prepared it for
burial themselves.

•  Scholars estimate that a typical stone that was rolled over the
opening of a tomb cave weighed anywhere from 1 to 3 tons!

•  Although we usually think of angels with halos and wings, most
times angels appear in the Bible, people describe them as looking
like men. When Mary saw two angels near the tomb, she didn’t
even realize they were angels!

Why It Matters…
On the surface, it may seem odd that we call Good Friday “good.” Yet without Jesus’ death, 
there would be no payment for sin. And there wouldn’t have been the triumphant, joyful 
resurrection! 

Kids—and adults—find it hard to imagine anything good in the midst of sad times. What 
good can come from a loved one dying? How can a child find any good in a bully? And what’s 
so good about being left out or alone? God never promises that this life will be pain-free. But 
he does promise to be near when we’re hurting. And, more important, he showed that there’s 
always hope—always joy—to come. Use today’s experiences to give kids the strength to rely 
on God’s power in sadness and to look forward to the time “He will wipe every tear from their 
eyes” (Revelation 21:4).

When life is sad…God is good!
Bible Point:

Day 4
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OPTION 1: Lift ’Em Up
Place the stuffed animals on the center of the parachute. Have 
preschoolers and Crew Leaders hold the edges of the parachute, 
leaving the weighed-down center of the parachute touching 
the ground. 

Say: When we’re sad, our hearts can feel heavy and weighed down, 
like our stuffed animals are weighed down on our parachute. 
But when life is sad…God is good! God gives us good
friends and families who lift us up with silly jokes, hugs, and 
kind words when we’re sad. Let’s lift up these stuffed animals 
to remember that when life is sad…God is good!
1.  Let preschoolers shake the parachute to toss the stuffed 

animals into the air.

2.  Challenge the group to see how high they can toss the 
animals without them falling off the parachute.

Supplies 
• parachute*
• several African stuffed 

animals

Day 4Day 4
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Supplies 
• cotton balls (about 4 per 

preschooler)
• scented room spray or 

essential oil such as 
lavender or peppermint

• small bucket

OPTION 2: Scent Hunt
Before preschoolers arrive, mist half the cotton balls with a 
scented spray. Set aside one scented cotton ball per Crew; then 
scatter the rest of the scented and unscented cotton balls 
around your play area. 

Say: Lions like Zion have a really good sense of smell. And they 
work together to hunt for food for their families. Let’s use 
our lion noses to search for good food out in the savanna. 
We’ll pretend the cotton balls are food, but only some of 
them smell yummy like this. Give each Crew Leader a scented 
cotton ball, and let preschoolers each take a turn smelling it. 

We’ll crawl on our hands and knees like lions and use our 
noses to find the yummy-smelling cotton balls. Have a helper 
demonstrate crawling up to a cotton ball. When you find a 
yummy-smelling cotton ball, bring it to our food bucket and 
then keep searching for more. 
Let’s see how fast we can find all the yummy, good-smelling food! 
1. Let preschoolers begin crawling around your play area to 

search for the scented cotton balls.

2. Remind preschoolers to collect only one scented cotton ball at 
a time and to drop it in the bucket before searching for more.

3. Once preschoolers have found all the scented cotton balls, you 
can scatter them among the other cotton balls and play  again 
as time allows.

Say: Just like lions work together and take care of each other, God 
gives us good families and friends who care for us and give 
us love when we’re sad. Zion can remind us that when life is 
sad…God is good!
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Supplies 
• spray bottle filled with 

water and set to “mist”

OPTION 3: Lion Tag
Say: Our Buddy today is Zion the lion. Let’s pretend to be little lion 

cubs and play a game of Lion Tag! 

1. Choose one child to be the “Hyena,” and choose a Crew 
Leader to be the “Lion.”

2. Explain that the Hyena will try to tag the other preschoolers. 
When preschoolers get tagged, they’ll sit on the ground, 
pretending to be lion cubs. When the grown-up Lion comes 
and squirts them with a refreshing mist of water, they’ll get to 
rejoin the game.

3. Begin the game of Tag. After a few minutes, pause the game 
and choose a new preschooler to be the Hyena and a 
different Crew Leader to be the Lion.

4. Play a few rounds.

Say: When you got tagged by the Hyena, you had to wait for 
the grown-up Lion to come rescue you. That can remind us 
of how God rescues us. Life can be sad sometimes, but we 
know that God is like our big, strong, loving lion dad, who 
always watches over us and protects us. When life is sad…
God is good!
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Supplies 
 • sheets of contact paper
 • painter’s tape
 • Tissue Paper Confetti*
 • container to hold the Tissue
Paper Confetti pieces

If you don’t have a window 
in your room that’s low 
enough for preschoolers 
to reach, you can tape 
the contact paper to a 
wall for kids to add tissue 
paper to first and then 
move the completed 
rainbows to a window 
afterwards.

PAWS HERE!

Rainbows After Storms
Tape the sheets of contact paper to a window at preschoolers’ 
eye level, sticky side out, using painter’s tape. Set out the Tissue 
Paper Confetti in a container. 

Say: Dark storm clouds and rain can sometimes make us feel a 
little sad. But it’s only after big storms that we see beautiful 
rainbows in the sky! Rainbows can remind us of God’s love 
and good promises to us. When life is sad…God is good! 
Let preschoolers stick the Tissue Paper Confetti shapes onto the 
contact paper to make a rainbow. 

OPTION 4: 
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Day 5
         Bible Story:  The Israelites build a memorial to remember God’s goodness.

(Joshua 3–4)

Key Verse: “Remember the Lord, who is great and glorious.” (Nehemiah 4:14)

Consider This… 
•  God tasked Joshua with finishing the job

Moses had started—leading the Israelites
into the land God had promised. While
many battles still lay ahead, the Israelites
could celebrate after such a long time
wandering without a homeland.

•  Immediately following the spies’ return
from Jericho, Joshua and his leaders
prepared for a procession that would be
holy and sacred while also awe-inspiring
and unforgettable.

•  The Ark of the Covenant contained
reminders of God’s provision, promise,
and power: the stone tablets inscribed
with God’s law, a jar of manna, and Aaron’s staff. The Ark acted as something like a portable
sanctuary and was a representation of God’s presence.

•  The Bible shows that Jacob (Genesis 28:18-22; 31:45-46), Joshua (Joshua 24:26-27), and
Samuel (1 Samuel 7:12) all used stones as symbols that memorialized God’s hand in their lives.

Why It Matters…
Like the Israelites, the kids at your VBS probably have reasons to celebrate. After all, God 
has poured out blessings such as health, friendships, food, safety, and loving families. Yet 
all too often we forget that these good things come from God, who gives them out of his 
goodness and love. Today will be an excellent opportunity to show kids what praise looks 
like, what it means to remember God’s blessings, and how to pour out our thanks to our 
good, good God.

When life is good…God is good!
Bible Point:
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OPTION 1: River Crossing
Have each Crew pair up with another Crew for this game, and 
give each group Water Fabric or a tablecloth. If you have an 
uneven number of Crews, you can have one group of three 
Crews or assign a helper to the extra Crew. 

Say: Let’s play a game pretending we have to cross a river filled 
with crocodiles!

1. In each group, have the two Crew Leaders each hold an end of 
the fabric or tablecloth and set it on the ground. Have Crew 
Leaders make the fabric as narrow as possible so it will be 
easy for preschoolers to jump across.

2. Have preschoolers get in a line and take turns jumping over 
the “river” one at a time.

3. After each child has jumped over the river, have Crew Leaders 
make the river a little wider and let preschoolers each jump 
over the river again.

4. Keep widening the river after each round to make it more 
challenging for preschoolers to jump over until children can no  
longer jump across.

Say: In our Bible story today, God’s friends, the Israelites, had to 
cross a big, deep river too. The river was too wide to jump 
across. Instead, God did a miracle and split the river in two so 
his friends could walk across without even getting their feet 
wet! The Israelites learned that God is with us and loves us all 
the time. When life is good…God is good! 
Spread out two blue sheets of fabric next to each 
other, leaving a gap about 2 feet wide in between. Let 
preschoolers take turns walking through the “river” split in 
two and shouting, “God is good!” 

Supplies 
• Water Fabric* or blue plastic 

tablecloths (1 for every 2 
Crews per rotation)

Day 5 God is good!God is good!God is good!
When life is good…When life is good…When life is good…Day 5Day 5Day 5

Hungry 
Herd 
Café
Savanna’s 
Celebration 
Cakes

KidVid™

Cinema
Ruth sees God’s
blessings and
goodness in everyday
life—a bountiful crop,
a loving family, and
fun friends!

Bible Adventures 
& Missions
Celebrate the moms and
babies they’re helping through
Operation Kid-to-Kid, then act
out the exciting story of how
the Israelites remembered
God’s goodness.

Happy TagGiraffe DashRiver Crossing
Games

Closing Circle
Review the day,
receive a Jambo 
sticker, and wrap 
up with a prayer
and music.

At Roar VBS, the daily Bible 
Point is carefully integrated into each station’s activities forunforgettable Bible learning.See how your station reinforces 

today’s Bible Point.

Exploration 
Stations
· Bible Activity Page
· Play Clay
· African Drums
· River-in-a-Bag

Craft & 
Play
· Buddy Game

Cards
· Clothespin Giraffe
· Pottery Painting

Sing & Play Roar
· Learn the Day 5 Bible Point

and key verse, and meet Bible
Memory Buddy Savanna.

· Sing Roar songs.
· Watch as Irving shares

his enthusiasm about red
jungle skimmers.

Day 5Day 5
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OPTION 2: Giraffe Dash
Before preschoolers arrive, lay down a length of rope or 
jump-ropes or masking tape to create one long start line for 
Crews to stand behind. 

Say: Our Buddy today is Savanna the giraffe! Let’s pretend to be 
hungry giraffes in this game. 

1. Give a helper (or Crew Leader) the opened umbrella, and 
have him or her stand about 20 feet away from the start line. 
Explain that the umbrella is a tree full of yummy leaves.

2. Give each Crew a pool-noodle segment, and explain that 
preschoolers will hold the bottom of the pool noodle and 
stretch up to make a giraffe’s neck.

3. When you say “go,” the first “Giraffe” in each Crew will run to 
the umbrella to eat some leaves from the “Tree,” holding up 
the pool noodle while running and then gently bopping the 
top of the noodle on the umbrella.

4. After Giraffes have eaten, have preschoolers run back to their 
Crews for the next child to go.

5. After each child has had a turn, you can add an additional 
challenge to the game by letting your Tree move around the 
play area so the Giraffes have to chase after it to be able
to eat.

Say: It was fun pretending to be giraffes in our game! And I heard 
lots of laughter when our tree tried to run away from all the 
giraffes. Fun, happy times can remind us that God is good. God 
is good all the time—when times are hard and when times are 
happy. When life is good…God is good!

Supplies 
• pool noodles cut in half 

(1 section per Crew per 
rotation)

• large, green umbrella
• rope or jump-ropes or 

masking tape for start line
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OPTION 3: Happy Tag
Before preschoolers arrive, cut apart sticker sheets so you have a 
small section with at least three stickers for each child. 

Say: When life is good…God is good! God is so good to us. He
fills our lives with joy and happiness! Let’s play a silly game 
that will make us laugh! 

1. Choose two or three children to be “It,” and have each It place 
a smiley face sticker on his or her nose.

2. Explain that It will tag children by putting smiley face stickers 
on them.

3. When children are tagged, they’ll stop running and do one of 
the following silly actions that you’ve chosen:

• Act like a monkey.

• Hold tummy and laugh heartily.

• Croak like a frog and pretend to sit on a lily pad.

• Do a silly dance.

• Flap arms and cluck like a chicken.

4. Have preschoolers begin playing. Continue playing until all 
the children have been tagged and are doing the silly action.

5. Play multiple rounds, choosing different children to be It and 
giving preschoolers a new silly action to do when tagged each 
round.

Say: Our game was so fun and silly! Let’s remember that 
when life is good…God is good! 

Supplies 
• smiley face stickers (at least 

3 per child)

This game was a big 
hit! Preschoolers walked 
into their next rotation 
still smiling and giggling, 
covered in smiley face 
stickers. And there were 
even bigger giggles when 
a preschooler put a sticker 
right on a Leader’s nose! 
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